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ECONOMIES OF SIZE OF ILLINOIS CASH-GRAIN
AND HOG FARMS
BY ROY N. VAN ARSDALL AND WILLIAM A. ELDER
THE PROFITABILITY OF MIDWESTERN CASH-GRAIN AND
hog farming is influenced by a wide variety of forces. During the past
decade major changes have occurred in demand and supply relationships,
production technology, and institutional constraints. These changes have
resulted in greater capital requirements, higher cost of production, in-
creased productive capacity of labor, more specialization, shifts in enter-
prise combinations, and a moderation of the risk associated with farming.
Most farms in the Midwest are still operated as family farm units on
which the operator and members of his family supply most of the labor and
management. Farm numbers, however, have been declining rapidly and
the size of farms is increasing. Investments, fixed costs, and cash costs per
farm are all higher. Improved production practices, more mechanization,
and larger machines have increased the productive capacity per man
substantially.
A major question rising from these developments is the relation
between the size of management unit and the efficiency and profitability
of production. Farmers, suppliers of inputs and services, marketing firms,
investors, farm leaders, and society in general will benefit from information
that will aid in the development and servicing of farms of optimal size.
Objectives
The general objective of this study is to examine the costs and returns
of cash-grain and hog farming in Illinois as related to size of farm when
capacity of management, size of field machinery, and size of the labor
force are the chief factors restricting the size of the farming operation.
Specific objectives concerning these two types of farming operations
are: (a) to determine the size, enterprise organization, and resource use
of farms that are planned to make the most efficient use of resources; (b)
to estimate the operating, intermediate, and long-term capital requirements
for optimally organized farms; (c) to compare family with larger-than-
family farms with respect to efficiency in the use of resources; (d) to
calculate the complement of field machinery necessary to perform timely
operations; (e) to determine the total and seasonal pattern of labor use;
(f ) to appraise the influence on optimal farm organization of participation
versus nonparticipation in the feed grain and wheat programs; and (g) to
determine the farm organization required to maximize profit instead of
minimize cost, given both the labor force and acres of land.
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A B
OUTPUT OF DOLLARS OF GROSS INCOME
Theoretical illustration of short-run average cost and optimal size of firm for
least cost and maximum profit when pure profit exists. (Fig. 1)
Theoretical Framework
A farm operator viewing his business in the short run finds certain
of his resources fixed and others variable. He can reduce his average cost
per unit of output by expanding production and making more complete
use of his fixed resources. Continued expansion, however, will eventually
result in increasing average cost of production. Such a situation is illus-
trated by the SRAG (short-run average cost) curve (Fig. I).1
The optimal size of business for the farm, for which costs are illustrated
in Figure 1, depends upon the objectives of the farm planner. If profit
maximization is the goal, then output should be expanded to OB where
the added return (MR or marginal revenue) equals the added cost (MC
or marginal cost) by producing the last unit of output. If the objective is
to minimize average cost of production, then output should be OA. In this
example, pure profit, or profit plus return to inputs not included in the
costs, exists as long as average returns (AR) are greater than average costs.
Such profits occur at both the profit maximization and cost minimization
output levels. In a time period long enough for prices and costs to change,
firms to enter (or exit), and other adjustments to occur, pure profits (or
1 For a detailed discussion of the theory and concepts of economies of size of
business, see J. P. Madden, Economies of Size in Farming, Agricultural Economic
Report 107, pp. 2-28, Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
February, 1967.
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SRAC
SRAC,
OUTPUT OF DOLLARS OF GROSS INCOME
Theoretical illustration of short-run average cost curves and an envelope or
long-run average cost curve in an equilibrium situation. (Fig. 2)
losses) disappear. In this case the objectives of profit maximization and
cost minimization become compatible and are achieved at the same volume
of operation.
As a farm business expands by adding to the resources that are fixed
in the short run (for example, by increasing the regular labor force or by
changing to a larger size of field machinery) , a new set of costs is created.
Production can then be increased until the new set of resources is fully
utilized. Successive increases in fixed inputs result in a series of short-run
average cost curves such as illustrated by SRAC l5 SRAC 2, SRAC3 , and
SRAC4 in Figure 2. The larger businesses may result in economies so that
the cost curves will reach successively lower levels until eventually some
diseconomies to size begin to cause higher costs. This situation is illustrated
in Figure 2 where least cost is reached by SRAC 2 .
A curve tangent to this series of short-run cost curves approximates a
long-run average cost curve, the lowest point of which indicates the size
of business that will result in most productive use of resources. This curve
is LRAC in Figure 2.
Optimal farm size in this study is that which results in least cost per
unit of output, both in the short-run time period when some resources are
fixed and in the long run when farm operators are free to change all
resources and to shift from one size of farm to another, except when
maximization of profit is specified.
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Hog
Cash-grain area
Counties included in the study.
Sources of Data
(Fig. 3)
Input-output data used in this study were synthesized from the farm
records of efficient commercial farmers, results of production experiments,
and physical performance standards. A high level of managerial efficiency
was assumed.
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Price and cost relationships were based largely on 1954-1963 averages
projected to expected 1970 conditions. Land-quality and production re-
strictions were those existing in the areas under study.
Analytical Technique
Linear programming models were used to solve for cost minimizing
farm plans. Least cost per dollar of gross income, given specific sets of re-
sources and a gross income objective, was the primary goal.
2
The procedure involved establishing several sets of full-time laborers
equipped with basic field machinery. All other resources were made avail-
able without limit, and minimum cost solutions were programmed for
successively higher levels of gross income until the maximum attainable
level of gross income was reached. The results produced an average cost
curve for each size of farm business considered.
Successively larger farms, in terms of regular labor force and comple-
ment of equipment, were subjected to the same analysis. The resulting
series of cost curves formed an approximation of a long-run cost curve.
Characteristics of Study Areas
Two areas of Illinois were studied. A nine-county area in east central
Illinois was selected as typical of cash-grain farming and is referred to
as the
"cash-grain area" (Fig. 3) in this report. An eight-county area in
western Illinois was selected to represent grain-livestock production. This
area is referred to as the
"hog area." The average land mix in each area
in 1959 was used in specifying the land resources available.
Ninety percent of all land in the cash-grain area is used as cropland
or rotation pasture (Table 1). Corn and soybeans dominate the cropping
pattern, accounting for 74 percent of cropland use in both 1959 and 1964.
Livestock are important on some farms, but in 1964 sales amounted to
only 245 hogs and 44 grain-fed cattle and calves per 1,000 acres of
cropland.
The tillable land in the hog area is highly productive, but cropland and
rotation pasture account for only 76 percent of the total land area
(Table 1). Com accounted for 50 percent of cropland used in both 1959
and 1964. Soybeans and small grains were of lesser significance.
Livestock production is of major importance to the farm economy of
the hog area. Sales of hogs averaged 991 head per 1,000 acres of cropland
in 1964, or over four times the concentration in the cash-grain area.
Sales of grain-fed cattle and calves average 138 head per 1,000 acres of
cropland. Dairy and poultry were of minor importance, falling well
below state average concentrations in both areas.
1
Ibid., pp. 29-34.
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Table 1. Land Use in the Cash-Grain and Hog-Farming Areas, Illinois, 1959
Land use
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Table 2. Farm Organization, Investments, and Gross Value of Production on One-
and Two-Man, Cash-Grain and Hog Farms, Illinois, 1964*
Cash
-grain farms Hog farms
man b 2 mcn b man b 2 menb
Number of farms 121 56 60 18
Total acres' 301 816 223 618
Tillable acres 281 749 205 517
Crop production, percent of
tillable land
Corn and corn silage 47.2 44.5 57.0 61.0
Soybeans 26.6 32.4 13.0 9.6
Wheat 6.5 7.7 1.8 2.8
Other small grain 4.1 2.3 10.4 8.3
Diverted acres 6.2 6.8 2.2 4.5
Hay and pasture 8.5 4.8 14.8 12.7
Other crops 0.9 1.5 0.8 1.1
Livestock production
Number of hens 31 4 50 28
Number of dairy cows 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.9
Pounds of beef 8,300 26,500 20,800 56,100
Pounds of pork 22,100 47,900 146,100 248,700
Investments
Land $146,815 $381,882 $105,537 $265,810
Machinery4 8,073 18,327 7,411 16,998
Buildings and fences'* 15,037 28,129 15,591 36,353
Livestock inventory* 4,459 14,291 14,788 31 ,270
Grain inventory* 16,053 40,193 11,843 27,536
Other 982 1,580 1,008 1,087
Total $191,419 $484,402 $156,178 $379,054
Labor, monthsb 14.5 30.6 16.6 30.3
Gross production' $28,986 $75,990 $25,717 $60,900
A. G. Mueller and D. F. Wilken. Fortieth Annual Summary of Illinois Farm Business
Records, m. Cir. 915. Univ. 111., August, 1965.b Farm account keepers record labor in months. Seasonal variations in labor requirements are
such that 14 to 15 months are necessary to provide the 2,500 hours of labor alloted to a one-man
farm in this study. Full-time operators on grain farms work about 2.000 hours per year. See
R. A. Hinton and A. G. Mueller, Detailed Cost Report for Central Illinois, 1959-60, AERR-48,
p. 24, Dept. Agr. Econ., Univ. m., December, 1961.
e The soils on these farms have a high productivity rating similar to that of the Drummer-
Flanagan and Tama-Muscatine soils which dominate the cash-grain and hog farm areas.d Remaining capital cost on January 1.
Inventory value on January 1.
f Gross farm production accounts for changes in inventory and excludes purchases of feed
and feeder livestock.
cash-grain and hog areas who keep supervised farm account records are
typical of this above-average group (Table 2). Their achievements re-
flect the use of progressive practices. Such farm businesses were a major
source of data for this study, and they provide a basis for evaluating its
results.
The one-man, record-keeping farms ranked in the upper one-third of
the farms in the two areas with respect to acreage. The two-man farms
were in the top 10 percent. Records from farming operations with a regu-
lar labor force larger than two men were not available in sufficient num-
bers to provide reliable averages by type of farm.
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Nearly 75 percent of the tillable land on these farms was used for corn
and soybean production in 1964. Corn dominated land use, especially on
the hog farms. Several other crops appear in the organization in small
quantities, but averages hide the fact that many farmers produced only
corn and soybeans.
Poultry and dairy enterprises were kept on only a few farms in the
two areas. The trend toward specialization, however, has not eliminated
beef production and hog raising from cash-grain farming. Small beef cow
herds with some feeding of cattle were rather common. Hog production
was also of some importance in the cash-grain area. Cattle feeding re-
mained a major enterprise on the hog farms.
Investments in land, remaining value of depreciable assets, and oper-
ating capital ranged to nearly one-half million dollars on the two-man,
cash-grain farms. Gross production per man-year of labor was $20,000 to
$30,000 with the larger output being achieved on the cash-grain farms.
Assumptions and Definitions
The results of this study should be evaluated in light of the assumptions
on which the analyses were based. The physical, technical, and economic
relationships expected to exist in 1970 were used as guidelines. Cost-price
relationships and technical coefficients were based on information supplied
by subject-matter specialists, practices and achievements of the more
progressive and successful commercial farmers in the areas under study,
and judgment of the authors.
Type of Farm
Source of gross income is the criterion determining type of farm in
this study.
4
Cash-grain farms were required to generate at least 75 per-
cent of gross income from sale of corn and soybeans. On hog farms at
least 60 percent of gross income was required to come from the sale
of hogs.
Enterprise Alternatives
Crop alternatives included corn, soybeans, wheat, oats, and legumes.
Corn could be combined for sale, stored at high moisture for feed, or made
into silage. Legumes could be harvested for hay, pastured, or used as a
green manure crop. Livestock alternatives included hogs, beef cow herds,
and beef cattle feeding. Dairy and poultry were not offered as alternatives.
Calves from beef cow herds either could be sold as feeders or fed to
slaughter weights. Cattle-feeding programs included six alternatives
ranging from long-fed, choice steer calves to short-fed, common-to-medium
yearlings. Rations were based on either hay or corn silage, plus the neces-
4 See Madden, loc. cit.
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sary corn and protein supplement. The degree of mechanization was al-
lowed to vary.
Hog production alternatives included both pasture and confinement
systems. Frequency of farrowing ranged from one to six times a year.
Alternative farrowing periods were permitted to allow for seasonal varia-
tions in labor requirements and hog prices.
5
Levels of Efficiency
Farmers who have units at or near optimal size and organization in
1970 are expected to be managers capable of achieving a high level of per-
formance. The input-output coefficients used in this analysis therefore re-
flect a high level of efficiency.
Crop yields were set at the levels achieved by the top one-fifth of the
supervised Illinois farm record keepers during 1963 and 1964 (Appendix
Tables 3 and 4). Inputs were supplied in amounts sufficient to maintain
such yields (Appendix Tables 5 and 6) .
Livestock production requirements were based on recommendations of
production specialists and levels of performance being achieved by leading
livestock producers.
6 Labor requirements reflect effective work routines
and specified levels of mechanization. Labor, power, and machine re-
quirements for crop production were based on engineering standards of
performance for specific machines and practices. 7
Miscellaneous farm operating expenses were based on costs actually in-
curred by farmers in the two areas under study (Appendix Table 7).
Management
Limited capabilities of management place a major restriction on size
of business. Relatively few of the farmers now in operation have the
capacity to be as effective in the use of resources in a multi-man business
as they can be in a one-man operation. This analysis, however, assumes
that managers will be available in the future who can handle farms re-
quiring up to five full-time employees without adverse effect on efficiency.
Thus attention focuses on the amount of managerial time needed for
supervision and coordination rather than on any change in input-output
ratios.
1 For a complete description of the beef and hog enterprises considered in this
analysis, see R. N. Van Arsdall, Resource Requirements, Investments, Costs, and
Expected Returns From Selected Beef-Feeding and Beef-Raising Enterprises, AE-
4075, and Resource Requirements, Investments, Costs, and Expected Returns
From Hog Production Systems, AE-4074, Dept. Agr. Econ., Univ. 111., September,
1965.
* Van Arsdall, AE-4074 and AE-4075, loc . cit.
1 R. N. Van Arsdall, Labor Requirements, Machinery Investments, and Annual
Costs for the Production of Selected Field Crops in Illinois, 1965, AE-4112. Dept.
Agr. Econ., Univ. 111., August, 1966.
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In this study, use of the operator's time was shifted progressively from
work to supervision and coordination as the labor force increased. About
two-thirds of a man-year was devoted to supervision and coordination on
a six-man cash-grain farm, while practically a full man-year was used
for this purpose on a six-man hog farm (Appendix Table 8) .
Labor
Optimal organizations were developed for farms with up to five full-
time employees. An employee was permitted to work as much as 260
hours per month to handle seasonal labor peaks, but his total annual input
was limited to 2,500 hours.
Employees will have to be qualified, reliable, and industrious persons
if the assumed high levels of efficiency are to be realized. They will com-
mand salaries competitive with opportunities in alternative employment.
Salaries considered necessary to meet such conditions were set at
nearly twice 1966 average rates. They ranged from $5,350 to $6,850 per
year on cash-grain farms (Appendix Table 9) . On hog farms the salaries
were set 10 percent above the amounts paid on grain farms (Appendix
Table 10).
Limited employment of seasonal labor was permitted. The contribu-
tion of full-time and seasonal labor combined was not allowed to exceed
the capacity of the regular labor force, including the operator, which was
2,500 hours per man. For instance, a one-man farm was allowed 2,500
hours of labor per year, but if pressures required it the operator could
hire seasonal labor. The combination of this seasonal labor and the oper-
ator's labor could not exceed 2,500 hours. The wage rate for seasonal
labor was set at $1.37 per hour for November through March, and $1.65
per hour during other months.
Field Machinery
Various complements of general purpose field machinery were com-
bined with each of the labor forces under study. The machine sizes con-
sidered in this analysis were arbitrarily called four-, six-, and eight-row
units. These units were built around 40-, 70-, and 100-drawbar horse-
power tractors with matching sizes of implements and harvesting ma-
chines. 8 Machine capacity was the maximum acreage that could be
handled so that each field operation could be completed with a 90-percent
level of confidence. Special-purpose machines were added as needed.
Annual tractor use was set at 800 hours per tractor for a single annual
depreciation charge. An additional 400 hours annual use was permitted
at a charge per hour to cover the extra wear and tear.
8 Van Arsdall, AE-4112, loc. cit.
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Asset Valuation
Land is the major investment on both cash-grain and hog farms in
Illinois. The price of unimproved land was based on 1964 prices projected
to 1969 at the 1959-1964 rate of change. These prices averaged $491 per
acre in the cash-grain area and $332 per acre in the hog area (Appendix
Table 11). Purchase of land to develop farms of optimal size was per-
mitted without limit at these prices.
Recent increases in land prices were such that it seemed probable that
land prices in 1969 would be higher than these levels. Optimal farm or-
ganizations were therefore determined both with land prices at the pro-
jected levels and for prices ranging high enough to cause complete speciali-
zation in livestock production.
Farm service buildings, machinery, and other depreciable assets were
inventoried at 55 percent of new cost. Items in working capital accounts
were valued at market price adjusted to reflect the amount of time the
funds were tied up in the business. Total investments thus reflect the
average capital requirement of an on-going business and not the capital
needed to establish a given size of business.
Capital Charges
Interest was charged on all capital used in the farming operations.
The rate was 5 percent on investments in land and depreciable assets, and
6 percent on working capital.
9
Feed Grain and Wheat Programs
Optimal farm plans were developed both with and without participa-
tion in the 1964 feed grain and wheat programs. 10 Base acreage for feed
grains averaged 44 percent of total farmland in the cash-grain area and
41 percent in the hog area. Average wheat allotment was too small to be
of significance in either area, but conserving acreage requirements aver-
aged 9.4 percent of total farmland in the cash-grain area and 16.7 percent
in the hog area. All prices and payments reflect weighted area averages
of actual 1964 rates in the respective areas (Appendix Table 12).
Prices Received
Prices for farm products were projected to 1970 using 1953-1962
averages to develop price relationships among commodities and seasonal
price variations (Appendix Table 12). Support prices effective during
1964 were applied to feed grains and wheat.
*
Higher rates of interest may be justified by circumstances, but moderate in-
creases in rates will have little effect on optimal farm organization.M U.S. Department of Agriculture, ASCS. The 1964 Feed Grain Program, PA-
612. 1964. USDA, ASCS. The Voluntary Wheat Program for 1964, PA-619. 1964.
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Results
Optimal 11 Organization of Cash-Grain Farms
Crop and livestock enterprises. On an optimally organized cash-grain
farm one man handles from 514 to 760 acres of cropland, depending on
size of field equipment (Table 3). As additional full-time employees and
equipment are added to the operation, the cropland per farm increases,
but at a declining rate per man because the operator must devote in-
creasing amounts of his time to coordination and supervision. The larger
farms in Table 3 include a hog enterprise.
Nearly 80 percent of the cropland is planted to corn and soybeans.
Acreages of these two crops are approximately equal, corn being planted to
the limit permitted by minimum compliance with the 1964 Feed Grain
Program.
Legumes are grown on half of the remaining cropland to satisfy the
established conservation acreage requirements. They are harvested for
hay and sold. Most of the remaining cropland is diverted from produc-
tion. The small acreage of wheat appearing in the optimal farm plans is
included only to add enough small grain to the diverted acreage to satisfy
the nurse crop requirements for legume seedings. An operational plan
would likely exclude this wheat.
Livestock are not included in the optimal farm plans until the full-
time labor force reaches four men. On the four-, five-, and six-man farms
a confinement hog enterprise large enough to realize most of the scale
economies in buildings and equipment is added to the cash-grain opera-
tion (Table 3). Farrowings come in February and August taking ad-
vantage of both available labor and favorable seasonal hog prices.
Hogs on pasture are included only in sub-optimal
12 farm plans when
the labor force and field equipment are substantially under-employed and
gross farm income is low. They are small, one-litter, pasture programs
with farrowing in the winter. Beef-cow herds are not in any of the opti-
mal farm plans even though substantial acreages of permanent pasture
thus remain unused. Cattle-feeding enterprises enter the solution only
when the farm business is placed under extreme pressure to produce the
largest possible gross income. They are not a part of any of the least-cost
farm plans.
Income. Gross income, which includes the returns from all sales plus
government payments, ranges from $58,000 on optimally organized one-
11 In this report "optimal" refers to the organization which gives the low point
on the average cost curve, i.e., least cost per dollar of gross output, except when
maximization of profit is the objective (see p. 4).
"
Sub-optimal means that least cost is not achieved. However, at all levels of
operation (see the cost curve in Figure 5) the least possible average cost is being
achieved for that specific level of gross income.
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man cash-grain farms operated with four-row equipment to $438,000 on
six-man farms with eight-row equipment (Table 4). None of the least-
cost farm solutions is affected by the requirement that corn and soybean
sales account for at least 75 percent of gross income. On the straight
cash-grain units corn accounted for 55 percent and soybeans 36 percent
of gross income. These two crops accounted for 77 percent of gross in-
come on the four-, five-, and six-man farms where hogs contributed about
14 percent of the total. Income from sale of hay averaged about 9 per-
cent of gross income (Appendix Table 13) .
Net returns to management, a residual after deducting all other costs,
range from $16,970 on the one-man unit with four-row equipment to
$137,618 on the six-man farm with eight-row equipment. Returns per
man are greatest for the one-man farm with four-row equipment and de-
cline gradually as more men are added to the operation.
Returns to operator labor and management are simply net manage-
ment returns increased by the $5,350 allowed for operator labor. Returns
to operator labor, capital, and management, the measure commonly used
to indicate returns to a farm business, are quite large, ranging to over a
quarter million dollars on the largest size of cash-grain farm (Table 4).
The net returns to management on these optimally organized cash-
grain farms are higher than realized by most farmers. Three major fac-
tors should be noted: (1) the level of efficiency projected for 1970 ex-
ceeds that of the average farmer now in business; (2) few farmers have
yet been able to achieve an optimal size of farm; and (3) the land values
used in the analysis, and hence the interest and taxes charged against the
business, may be low if recent advances in land prices predict the future.
Later analysis which considers different levels of land prices shows that
higher land costs slash net income, but have little effect on the optimal
organization of a farm business in the cash-grain area until land values
become quite high.
Field machinery. Cash-grain farms of optimal size require essentially
a full complement of field machinery for each full-time man in the regular
labor force to assure timeliness (Table 5). The use of tractor power ap-
proaches capacity of the tractors in the machinery complement (Appen-
dix Table 15). Pressure is greatest on plowing because of the heavy
power requirements and the need to cover practically all of the land each
year. Rotary hoeing is also under pressure because of the short time during
which weeds can be controlled effectively in the emerging crop. 13
11 Machine capacity is limited to the work that can be done during the typical
work season for each operation at a 90-percent level of confidence. For detailed
estimates, see R. N. Van Arsdall, Labor Requirements, Machinery Investments, and
Annual Costs for the Production of Selected Field Crops in Illinois, 1965, AE-4112,
Dept. Agr. Econ., Univ. 111., August, 1966.
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Table 5. Estimated Number of Primary Field Machines Needed To Handle the
Maximum Acreages of Crops Produced on Two- to Six-Man Cash-Grain
Farms, Illinois, 1970'
Type and
size of
machinery 1*
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tion of most forage production, or failure to secure a suitable cash market
for hay would eliminate the need for the hay harvesting and hay-handling
equipment listed in the machinery requirements (Table 5).
Capital requirements. Capital requirements include first the basic
field equipment and headquarters buildings needed for cash-grain pro-
duction. These are essentially fixed capital requirements to complement
a given labor force, and range from nearly $17,000 to over $27,000 per
man (Table 6).
Total capital requirements per farm range from $313,322 for the one-
man farm with four-row equipment to $2,212,876 for the six-man unit
(Table 6). Land accounts for nearly 90 percent of total investment on
the straight cash-grain farms and is nearly as important even with a siz-
able hog enterprise included in the farm organization.
Investment per man is highest on the one-man farm with eight-row
equipment and declines gradually as number of men in the operation in-
creases. It falls sharply in the larger operations that include a hog enter-
prise, as labor is a relatively more important cost in hog production.
Annual overhead costs. Salaries of the regular employees, the allow-
ance for operator labor, and the overhead costs of a headquarters unit
and complement of basic field equipment are fixed regardless of the size
of farm. They total $10,000 to $12,000 per man on cash-grain farms
(Table 7). Labor accounts for about one-half of these charges. Depreci-
ation, interest on investment, taxes, and insurance on equipment and
buildings comprise the other half.
Once the optimal organization is determined, additional annual over-
head costs that are fixed in the short run can be determined. These added
costs, chiefly annual charges for the use of land, account for about two-
thirds of the $30,000 to $40,000 total annual overhead cost per man in the
regular labor force (Table 7) . These overhead costs are more than twice
the amount of annual operating expenses.
Labor use. Cash-grain farms of optimal size and organization do not
make full use of the regular labor force. Typically, the farm requires full-
time services of the operator or employees for only six months. From
December through March the labor requirements are less than half the
amount available (Fig. 4) .
The optimizing criterion of least cost per dollar of gross income pre-
vents addition of livestock enterprises even though labor is available in the
off season. Use of labor during winter does not increase until the regular
labor force becomes large enough to handle a confinement hog enterprise
of substantial size. This pattern of farm organization and labor use is
becoming more prevalent with the growth of specialized cash-grain farms
and the rapid decline in livestock enterprises on these farms.
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COST PER DOLLAR OF GROSS INCOME
DOLLAR OF GROSS INCOME
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GROSS INCOME ($1,000)
60 70
Average total cost of production on a one-man cash-grain farm with four-row
equipment at various levels of gross income (farm organized to achieve least
cost per gross dollar at all income levels). (Fig. 5)
harvest rates are too high. Legumes not used for hog pasture are there-
fore plowed under for green manure.
Continued expansion of gross income results in elimination of the hog
enterprise. Specialization in cash-grain production occurs between the
$45,000 and $60,000 gross income levels. Costs are minimized at $0.71
per dollar of gross income at the $58,000 gross-income level.
Attempts to increase gross income beyond $58,000 cause average costs
to rise rapidly. Relatively high-cost beef cattle enterprises have to be
brought into the farm organization to generate additional gross income.
Production of corn and soybeans is reduced. Haymaking has to be
handled by custom methods instead of farm-owned equipment.
Increases in equipment size to six- and eight-row complements result
in further reductions in minimum average costs on the one-man farm.
Costs are minimized on the one-man cash-grain farm at $70,000 gross in-
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Organization of a one-man cash-grain farm with four-row equipment to achieve
least cost per dollar of gross income at various levels of gross income. (Fig. 6)
30 60 90 120 150 ISO 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 510 540
GROSS INCOME
($1,000)
Short-run and long-run average cost curves for cash-grain farms with one to six
regular workers and selected sizes of field machinery. (Fig- 7)
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come when six-row equipment is used and at $86,000 with eight-row
equipment. Cost per dollar of gross income is $0.70 on the six-row farm
and $0.68 on the eight-row farm. The optimal organization remains
straight cash grain.
Addition of a second or third full-time employee and adequate eight-
row equipment permits reduction of minimum average cost to slightly
less than $0.68 per dollar of gross income. Minimum average costs rise
slightly as the labor force is expanded beyond three men and a confine-
ment hog enterprise becomes part of the operation.
The long-run cost situation is approximated by a curve fitted to the
cost curves for each of the farm sizes from one through six men (Fig. 7) .
The least-cost point on this curve occurs with the two- or three-man farm
operated with eight-row equipment. This represents the optimal size of
farm in the long run and is the size toward which farming units should
trend, given the assumptions and restrictions posed in this analysis.
Conclusions. Several conclusions are apparent from the cost analyses
of the several farm sizes and the relationships among them.
1. A substantial volume of production is needed to achieve a break-
even situation even on the one-man farms.
2. Average costs drop rapidly on one-man farms as output approaches
capacity of the labor-equipment complement.
3. The output range within which a one-man farm can be operated
profitably is relatively narrow with average costs rising sharply on either
side of the optimal level of operation.
4. A one-man farm benefits economically from enlarging field equip-
ment before adding to the labor force when additional output is desired.
5. The six-row equipment complement results in a higher cost situa-
tion on the two-man farm than does eight-row equipment on either a
one- or two-man farm when the time period is long enough to permit
adjustment of the land base.
6. A two- or three-man farm using eight-row equipment achieves the
least cost of all sizes and hence represents the optimal size of cash-grain
farming unit, given the optimizing criteria assumed in this analysis.
7. Other sizes of farms, including a one-man unit and ranging to six-
man units, achieve cost economies that permit them to compete effec-
tively with the optimal size of two- and three-man units.
8. Livestock enterprises are not included in the optimal farm plans
until the labor force reaches four or more men.
9. Net returns to management are sufficient to encourage expansion
of farming operations beyond optimal size by expanding either the labor
force or other resources, or both.
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10. Total cost is about $0.68 per dollar of gross income on a farm of
optimal size and organization, leaving a residual of $0.32 for management
and profit.
Optimal Organization of Hog Farms
Crop and livestock enterprises. Optimally organized hog farms re-
quire a substantial acreage of land and crop production under the condi-
tions posed in this analysis. Specialized, single-enterprise hog operations
do not occur in any of the optimal farm plans. Generally, the optimal
farm plans include an acreage of corn sufficient to supply the feed grain
needs of the hog enterprise.
Cropland on the one-man hog farms ranges from 271 acres when
four-row equipment is used to 311 acres when the farm is operated with
eight-row equipment (Table 8). As additional full-time men are added
to the organization the acreage of cropland per man declines from these
maximums as it does on the cash-grain farms.
Only 56 percent of the cropland is planted to row crops. Differences
in land characteristics and the requirement to participate in the feed grain
and wheat programs account for most of the drop from the 80-percent
level found on the cash-grain farms. Of the remaining cropland one-
fourth is seeded to small grains, one-half to legumes which are harvested
for hay and are sold, and one-fourth is set aside as diverted acreage under
the provisions of the feed grain and wheat programs.
Corn is planted to the maximum allowed by minimum compliance
with the feed grain program and accounts for three-fourths of the row-
crop acreage (Table 8). Soybeans occupy the remainder of the row-crop
acreage.
Small grains and legumes are forced into the farm plan largely by
the necessity to comply with the conservation and diverted-acreage pro-
visions of the feed grain and wheat programs. The combined acreage of
small grains and diverted land provide the nurse crop needed to establish
the required acreage of legumes. In reality the small acreage of wheat
would likely be replaced entirely by oats except on individual farms
having a larger than average wheat base.
The hog enterprises in the optimal solutions are all handled in con-
finement even though substantial pasture is available on which hogs can
be produced. Both two- and six-litter systems are used. Farrowing cycles
begin in February with the two-litter systems farrowing in February and
August, and the six-litter systems farrowing in February and every other
month thereafter. These farrowing periods permit most complete use of
the regular labor force, which must also handle crop production, and they
place hogs on the market when prices are most favorable. Continued ex-
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pansion of confinement production and multiple farrowing may alter
seasonal price patterns in the future.
Excess capacity of field machinery on farms with fewer than four men
frees some labor and permits intensified use of fixed hog facilities by six-
litter farrowing systems. Competition for labor between crops and hogs
forces all of the hogs on the four-, five-, and six-man farms into two-litter
confinement systems timed like the common pasture programs of years
past. In the absence of crop production the specialized six-litter system
would be preferred over the other methods of handling hogs.
Capacity per man is about 275 litters in a single-enterprise hog opera-
tion in which multiple farrowing is practiced. The maximum number
handled in these farm plans is 152 litters per man, since a combination of
crop and hog production is more effective than complete specialization in
hogs. Time needed for supervision and coordination reduces the litters
handled per man to 131 as farm size increases to a six-man unit.
Beef cow herds and feeder cattle operations do not compete effectively
with hog production and are therefore not a part of any of the optimal
farm plans in this analysis.
Income. Gross income ranges from $54,000 on one-man farms of
optimal size and organization to $324,000 on the six-man units (Table 9) .
Gross income per man is highest at $62,000 on the one-man farms with
eight-row equipment and declines gradually to $54,000 on the six-man
farms. Hog production is a more labor-intensive activity than cash-grain
production, so gross income per man is as much as $20,000 lower on the
hog farms than on the cash-grain farms.
The optimal farm plans provide for hog enterprises just about large
enough to consume the home-raised corn. Sale of hogs accounts for 76
percent of total gross income. The programmed constraint requiring hogs
to provide at least 60 percent of gross income did not influence any of the
optimal solutions. Sales of corn account for only 3.8 percent of gross
income. Soybeans account for 6.6 percent of gross income, small grains
3.1 percent, and hay 10.5 percent (Appendix Table 16) .
Net returns to management range from $15,983 on the one-man farms
with four-row equipment to $102,441 on the six-man units (Table 9) .
Returns to operator labor, management, and capital are quite substantial
on these hog farms, ranging from just over $30,000 to nearly $157,000.
They fall short, however, of returns achieved on cash-grain farms with the
same size labor force largely because both productivity and capital invest-
ment per man are lower in hog production than in cash-grain production.
The level of land values raises the same questions on these hog farms
as on the grain farms. A later section of this report considers the effect of
variable land prices on the optimal organization of farms in the hog area.
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Table 10. Estimated Number of Primary Field Machines Needed to Handle
the Maximum Acreages of Crops Produced on Two- to Six-Man Hog Farms,
Illinois, 1970'
Regular labor force and size of equipment
Machinery 1*
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The problem arises partly because the number and size of power units
must be adequate to handle the jobs requiring timeliness and the heaviest
draft.
Whenever a certain complement of machines is necessary for one size
of farm but is also adequate for the next larger farm in terms of number
of regular employees, the overhead costs are especially high for the smaller
farm. Special provision to lengthen the hours that a machine can be used,
employment of custom operators, or adjustments in crop production may
be advisable on farms where machine capacity is considerably out of bal-
ance with need. In any case, matching machine capacity and labor force
to crop needs on hog farms of optimal size and organization is more diffi-
cult than on cash-grain farms where a full complement of field machines
for each regular employee provides near optimal usage of machinery.
Optimal land use combined with the requirements of the feed grain
and wheat programs specify productions of legumes for harvest as hay.
Non-compliance with the program or lack of a ready market for hay
would eliminate most legumes and the need for hay-making equipment.
Capital requirements. The capital needed to own and operate a hog
farm of optimal size and organization in west central Illinois ranges from
$167,242 on one-man farms operated with four-row equipment to
$966,953 on six-man units using eight-row field equipment (Table 11).
The basic investment for field machinery and shop equipment is about
the same on one-man hog farms as on one-man cash-grain farms. There-
after investments per man on farms with larger labor forces are much
lower on the hog farms. Much of the labor supply on the hog farms is
devoted to hog production. Crop production is not great enough to re-
quire a full complement of field machinery for each man in the labor
force as is necessary on the cash-grain farms.
Production of hogs reduces the need for a large land base to produce
high gross incomes and make optimal use of resources. Also the western
Illinois hog area contains a higher percentage of unproductive land lower
in value than the land in the cash-grain area. As a consequence the total
investment in land on hog farms is only one-third to one-half the invest-
ment on cash-grain farms with the same labor force. Land comprises
about 70 percent of total investment in the hog area compared with 90
percent in the cash-grain area.
Hog facilities and the working capital needed in the farming operation
both represent important investments. Each category generally equals or
exceeds the investment in field machinery needed in the operation.
The highest investment per man is $200,853 on the one-man farm
operated with eight-row equipment. Minimum investment per man is
$161,159 on the six-man farms.
Annual overhead costs. Salaries of the regular employees and allow-
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Table
11.
Basic
and
Added
Investment
Necessary
to
Equip
and
Operate
Hog
Farms
for
Capacity
Operation
at
the
Optimal
Level,
Illinois,
1970*
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ances for operator labor on a hog farm, plus the fixed costs of the head-
quarters unit and the basic complement of field equipment, range from
$9,261 to $13,327 per man (Table 12). The highest cost occurs on the
one-man farms. Labor accounts for more than one-half of these charges
reaching a maximum of two-thirds on the six-man units. Labor is of
greater importance as an input in hog production than in cash-grain farm-
ing. Also, a higher salary is assumed necessary to attract and hold capable
men for work in hog production.
Once the crop-livestock program is established and the quantities of
needed inputs determined, additional annual overhead costs can be cal-
culated in the traditional manner. Land accounts for about 60 percent of
the added overhead costs. Charges for the use of hog facilities comprise
most of the remainder. Together these added overhead costs are approxi-
mately equal to the overhead costs of the basic facilities and regular labor
force. Total overhead costs range from $21,041 to $26,718 per man em-
ployed in the operation. They represent slightly more than half of all costs.
Labor use. A single-enterprise hog operation with year-round farrow-
ing in confinement would eliminate most seasonal variations in labor re-
quirements. The size and organization of hog farms that result in least
cost per dollar of gross income, however, include both crop and hog
production. As a result, substantial variation remains in the seasonal re-
quirements for labor (Appendix Table 18) .
The regular labor force is more fully utilized throughout the year on
hog than on the cash-grain farms (Fig. 8). Utilization of available labor
falls below 50 percent only in January as compared with four months on
cash-grain farms when employment is well below 50 percent of the
capacity of the labor force.
The pattern of labor use is least efficient on the smaller hog farms that
use six-litter confinement systems. Farms with four to six full-time men
employ a two-litter confinement system and thus combine crop-livestock
labor demands into a more effective year-round labor program.
Seasonal day labor is a relatively unimportant part of the total labor
requirement on optimally organized hog farms. Such labor accounts for
only 6 percent of the total labor requirement compared with 12 percent
on cash-grain farms. Summer crop care and hay harvest are responsible
for the day labor that is needed. The need for this additional seasonal
labor on hog farms could be eliminated by handling the forage crop
through a custom operator.
14
Size economies. Average costs per dollar of gross income produced
on hog farms represent the same typical "U"-shaped pattern found on
cash-grain farms as volume of business is expanded to the capacity of the
14 Cost would be slightly higher. Custom hay harvest was one of the alterna-
tives tested.
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Average total cost of production on a one-man hog farm with four-row equip-
ment at various levels of gross income (farm organized to achieve least cost
per dollar of gross income at all income levels). (Fig. 9)
confinement systems. Hogs become more profitable. Their relative im-
portance rises above the minimum of 60 percent of gross income. Land
drops to an acreage just sufficient to provide enough corn to feed the hogs.
Optimal size for the one-man farm using four-row equipment occurs
at a gross income of $54,000. Costs are $0.71 per dollar of gross income.
Continued expansion beyond this level places pressure on the labor force.
Crop production has to be cut back to permit expansion of hog produc-
tion. Corn is purchased for feed. Average cost of production rises.
Six- or eight-row equipment permits one man to handle a larger
acreage of crops and produce a higher gross income than possible with
four-row equipment but the minimum average cost increases with size of
equipment. It is $0.71 per dollar of gross income with six-row equipment
and $0.72 with an eight-row unit. Four-row equipment provides excess
capacity on a one-man hog farm and larger equipment only aggravates
the cost situation.
Addition of a full-time employee to a one-man hog farm lowers aver-
age cost per dollar of gross income to $0.68. One complement of six-row
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Optimal organization of a one-man hog farm with four-row equipment to achieve
least-cost per dollar of gross income at various levels of gross income. (Fig. 10)
equipment is generally adequate for a two-man hog farm, thus a much
larger volume of business is possible with no increase in overhead costs for
field machinery. In fact, a two-man labor force with six-row equipment
results in the lowest average cost per dollar of gross income of all the hog
farm sizes tested. A three-man hog farm with adequate eight-row field
machinery achieves about the same average cost of production. Four-,
five-, and six-man hog farms of optimal size and organization have a
slightly higher minimum average cost.
The series of short-run average cost curves for the one- to six-man hog
farms summarizes the results of this analysis (Fig. 11). An "envelope" or
long-run average cost curve has been fitted to the short-run cost curves.
Least cost occurs with the two-man farm equipped with six-row field
equipment. However, cost differences among farms are small and resource
efficiency is essentially the same on farms with from two to six men under
the conditions posed in this analysis.
Conclusions: The cost relationships within and among these hog
farms lead to several conclusions:
1. A substantial amount of gross income is needed to reach a break-
even situation even on the one-man farms.
2. Average costs decrease rapidly with initial increases in size of busi-
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Short-run and long-run average cost curves for hog farms with one to six regular
workers and selected sizes of field machinery. (Fig. 11)
ness and then rise again as volume is expanded beyond the optimal size
of business. The rate of change is most rapid on the farms with the smaller
labor force.
3. Labor limits size of business on the one- and two-man hog farms,
whereas capacity of field equipment was the limiting factor on cash-grain
farms.
4. Field equipment of the four-row size results in lower average costs
on the smaller farms than are possible with larger equipment.
5. A two- or three-man hog farm with field equipment that matches
needs achieves the least cost per dollar of gross income and hence repre-
sents the optimal size of farm.
6. Hog production does not provide for most efficient use of resources
on a one-man farm unless nearly optimal size is achieved.
7. Hogs compete effectively with other enterprises when volume is
sufficient to spread the high overhead costs of modern confinement sys-
tems of production.
8. Farms with four to six full-time men have higher costs per dollar of
gross income than do farms with two or three men, but the differences are
insufficient to be an effective constraint on the larger farms.
9. Costs are about $0.70 per dollar of gross income on farms of optimal
size and organization leaving a residual about $0.30 for management and
profit.
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Effects of Land Price on Optimal Farm Organization
Land prices have increased much more rapidly than anticipated at
the outset of this study when the 1969 estimate was fixed at 10 percent
above the 1964 level. In 1967, average land prices in Illinois were already
about 28 percent above the 1964 level.
15 Increases in the cash-grain and
hog areas have been below the state average, but they still have been large
enough to warrant further examination of the relationship of land costs to
farm size and organization.
Specialized Grain Farms
Most farmers in the cash-grain area have continued to specialize in
production of com and soybeans throughout this period of rising land
prices. If this holds true for the farm plans developed in this analysis, the
result is simply an increasing squeeze on returns to management and profit.
For example, a two-man cash-grain farm of optimal size for use of eight-
row field equipment requires 1,641 acres of land. Net returns to manage-
ment are $53,279 when land charges are based on a price of $491 per
acre. As land prices rise, interest on investment (at 5 percent) and taxes
add $6.18 per acre for each $100 increase in price. A land price of $800
per acre cuts management returns to about $22,000; a $900 price reduces
returns to about $12,000; and a price of $1,000 per acre nearly eliminates
returns to management. Further, the range in size of farm that can be
operated profitably narrows as land prices increase. Management of
less than the superior quality on which this analysis is based would result
in lower net returns at any given level of land prices.
Organizational Adjustments in the Cash-Grain Area
Higher land prices, other costs and prices remaining unchanged,
require shifts in combinations of enterprises for most effective use of
resources.
The general effect of higher land costs on the optimal long-run or-
ganization of farms in the cash-grain area is a reduction in crops and an
increase in hog production. Cash-grain production, however, is the domi-
nant system over a substantial range in land values. For example, the
two-man farm of optimal size produces only crops until land prices rise to
nearly $700 per acre (Table 13). Then part of the farm resources are
more effectively devoted to production of hogs in confinement than to
crop production. A land value of $750 to $850 per acre causes the farm
organization to shift strongly toward production of hogs. Such organiza-
tional adjustments would require the operator to have an equally high
" Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farm Real
Estate Market Developments, CD-69, p. 5. June 20, 1967.
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Table 13. Effect of Rising Land Costs on the Optimal Long-Run Organization of a
Two-Man Farm in the Cash-Grain Area '
Land price per acreb
$491
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Table 14. Effect of Rising Land Costs on the Optimal Long-Run Organization of a
Two-Man Farm in the Hog Area*
Land value per acreb
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Table 15. Effect of Varying Prices of Corn on Optimal Organization of Two-Man,
Cash-Grain Farms Equipped With Eight-Row Equipment To Produce a Gross Income
of $166,000 Both With and Without Compliance in the 1964 Feed Grain
and Wheat Programs, Illinois
'
Acres of crops
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com advances to $1.20 per bushel the class I and II land is shifted to
continuous corn and the total acreage requirement drops by one-third
(Table 15).
The cost ratio on an optimally organized farm that is participating in
the 1964 feed grain and wheat programs and producing a $166,000 gross
income is $0.68 per dollar of gross income. Cost drops to $0.66 per dollar
of gross income when the program participation requirement in the analy-
sis is dropped and corn is $1.10 per bushel. It falls to nearly $0.60 when
the price of corn advances to $1.25. The shift of high-priced land from
legumes and diverted acres to crop production is largely responsible for
these declines in cost per dollar of gross income.
The price of corn has been below $1.15 per bushel relative to soybeans
at $2.56 during many of the past several years, yet farmers have not
switched as strongly to soybeans as this analysis seems to suggest they
should. Most farmers are confronted with a relatively fixed complement
of machinery and labor, as assumed in this analysis. They also have a
limited acreage of land which was assumed to be readily available in this
analysis. Farmers are concerned first with maximizing residual income
above variable costs. This objective approaches compatibility with the
least-cost objective only slowly through time as adjustments in fixed re-
sources become possible.
Profit Maximization
Farmers generally try to organize their farming operations to maximize
net returns. Most do not have enough land to set up a cost-minimizing
business, hence profit maximization becomes the overriding objective.
Analyses in this section show profit maximizing farm organizations for
selected fixed land bases. Type-of-farm constraints are removed. This
compares with the previous analysis where land was assumed variable and
the objective was least-cost production.
Farm Organizations With Program Participation
When a farmer has less land than needed for an optimal size of busi-
ness, he is commonly forced to generate volume by adding livestock. In
the cash-grain area hogs provide the most profitable alternative for most
farmers under existing cost-price relationships. For example, a one-man,
165-acre farm requires specialization in hog production if net returns are
to be maximized (Table 16). When land use is restricted by compliance
with the 1964 feed grain and wheat programs, nearly 12,000 bushels of
corn must be purchased to support the 196-litter hog enterprise needed for
full employment. Only a part of the capacity of field equipment is utilized.
Costs are high, averaging nearly $0.82 per dollar of gross income, but gross
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Table 16. Farm Organization To MAXIMIZE RETURNS to Management on Farms in the
Cash-Grain Area, Given the Farm Acreage, One Man, a Four-Row Complement
of Field Equipment, and Program Participation, Illinois, 1970
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Table 17. Farm Organization To MAXIMIZE RETURNS to Management on Farms in
the Cash-Grain Area Given Specific Farm Acreages, One-Man, and a
Four-Row Complement of Field Equipment, With Land Use Limited Only
by Land Capability, Illinois, 1970*
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are met by production of corn. Some soybeans become part of the
operation. The balance among enterprises and resources results in
efficient use of resources and a large net income.
Further expansion of the farm acreage results in a decrease in hog
production and consequent lessening of the feed grain requirements.
Pressures on the labor force and field equipment rise. The organizational
structure of the farm business shifts toward cash grain. Soybean pro-
duction becomes increasingly important as more land becomes available.
When capacity of the labor force is reached, wheat is dropped from the
operation. The class III and IV land is left idle.
The same general relationships apply to farms with a larger labor
force and eight-row field equipment except that soybeans enjoy a more
favorable position (Appendix Table 21) .
Farm plans for enterprise combinations that do not provide for par-
ticipation in the feed grain and wheat programs permit farmers to make
rather efficient use of resources even though they have small acreages. Cost
per dollar of gross income is between $0.68 and $0.72 on the one-man farm
regardless of acreage. Again, larger farms exhibit the same general re-
lationships with respect to costs as found on the one-man farm (Appendix
Table 21).
Forage Production
Forage crops account for a significant portion of land use in Illinois.
In 1959-60, forage crops in rotation occupied 9 percent of total land in the
cash-grain area and 16 percent of total land in the hog area.
Forage crops, most of which are legumes, can be quite productive.
Estimated yields under good management on the best soils are 4.8 tons of
hay equivalent per acre (Appendix Table 4). The potential is much
higher. Losses incurred in pasturing reduce recovery to about half of the
harvestable yield. This factor, plus the trend toward confinement pro-
duction of livestock, suggests increased harvesting of forage crops either
for feed on the farm or for sale.
A cash market exists for hay in Illinois, but it is not well developed.
Traditionally, sale of forage off the farm has been considered a mark of
poor management. Advances in fertilizer technology and high forage
yields, however, have made it both possible and economical to practice
conservation, maintain soil fertility, and still use hay as a cash crop. In
fact, situations may arise in the future in which a hay crop will compete
effectively with corn and soybeans for use of good land.
Farmers who participated in the 1964 Feed Grain Program were
required to keep a specified minimum acreage in legumes or other soil-
conserving crops. They could use this crop as they chose.
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Table 18. Examples of the Effect of Changes in the Sale Price of Hay on the
Optimal Organization of Two-Man Cash-Grain and Hog Farms for a
Given Level of Gross Income, Illinois
Hog farm with Cash-grain farm with
$114,000 gross income $158,000 gross income
and hay prices of: and hay prices of:
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an advantage to enter any of the optimal farm plans in either area. Thus
over time it appears unlikely that optimal farm plans in either area will be
affected by the price of hay unless it becomes high enough for hay to
compete directly with corn and soybeans for land.
Deterrents to Farm Expansion
Internal cost economies resulting from larger sizes of operation do
not provide large cash-grain or hog farms with a significant unit cost
advantage over small farms. The larger farms, however, do provide large
residual returns to management and profit and thus offer a substantial
incentive for expansion in size of farm business. Growth in farm size is
occurring, however several factors not included in the analytical portion
of this study may deter growth in farm size.
Income Tax
The returns to operator labor, management, and profit increase from
around $20,000 for an optimally organized one-man cash-grain or hog
farm to over $100,000 for a six-man, cash-grain or hog farm. These in-
comes would be substantial rewards for enlarging a business, but they do
not allow for the graduated state or federal income taxes.
Tax management becomes progressively more important as size of
business increases. Operators of the larger farms may employ many
measures to lessen the impact of taxes. In any case, it is important to
recognize that the labor and management earnings reported in this anal-
ysis represent gross earnings subject to income taxes and do not reflect
proportionate rewards for managing successively larger farms.
Spatial Problems
Optimal size for cash-grain farms ranges from 574 acres for a one-man
unit operated with four-row equipment to 3,937 acres for a six-man unit
operated with eight-row equipment. In 1959 only 4.4 percent of all farms
in the state equaled or exceeded the optimal size for one man with four-
row equipment. Few multi-thousand-acre farms exist in Illinois in any
form.
Farm expansion, even at modest levels, commonly requires the
acquisition of non-contiguous tracts of land. It is not uncommon for one-
man, cash-grain farms to include three or four tracts of land separated
by several miles and under different ownership. Such locational fragmen-
tation necessarily results in operational inefficiencies resulting from higher
transport costs from headquarters to work areas and increasing difficulty
of worker supervision.
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Ownership fragmentation of land operated as a single farm business
may also affect the optimal combination and hence cost of production.
A cash-grain farm may in practice require more men and smaller equip-
ment to assure each landlord of timely performance of the field work on
his particular tract of land. The input-output coefficients used in this study
do not reflect differences caused by distance or fragmentation of land
holdings. Hence, the larger farms may in actuality have higher costs
than here assumed. Further, leasing arrangements that involve sharing of
costs and income may require a decision model different from the one
used in this study.
Capacity of Management
Input-output ratios are assumed to be constant with respect to size
of farm in this analysis. Actually, little is known about the capacity of
management to coordinate and control operations on farms of varying
sizes. Farm records show that operators of family size farms often decline
rapidly in their ability to convert inputs into output as they add employees
and assume additional responsibilities.
The constant coefficients used in this analysis may therefore present
a more favorable result for the larger sizes of farms than possible with
the management now available or likely to become available in the near
future. Efficiency could be positively related to size within the observed
sizes of farms included in this analysis, but the fragmentary evidence
available suggests that the opposite may well be the case. Further study
of the economies of size should benefit from a detailed examination of the
supply and capacity of management.
Labor Supply
Realization of the levels of efficiency assumed for the multi-man
farms included in this study depends as much or more on the quality
of employees as on the capacity of management. Getting and keeping
skilled and dependable farm employees has been a strong deterrent
to growth of farm size, especially livestock farms. Unsatisfactory
management-labor relations are partially responsible for the problem,
but the low quality of available labor causes much of the difficulty.
The preceding analyses are based on the assumption that an annual
salary equivalent to about twice average annual salaries for farm em-
ployees in 1966 will be sufficient to attract and hold the quality of
employees needed to achieve high levels of efficiency.
Capital Requirements
Operation of a six-man, cash-grain farm of optimal size requires
control of assets with an average value in excess of $2 million. The
six-man hog farm involves about $1 million.
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Control over much of the land, which accounts for the major portion
of total capital required, might be gained through various leasing arrange-
ments as is already common practice. Field equipment alone, however,
necessitates an initial outlay of about a quarter of a million dollars on the
six-man, cash-grain farm. Obtaining adequate financing could be a
problem. Most rural banks do not have the capital structure adequate to
handle loans of such large amounts.
A corporate organization might help to preserve a farm business
intact through time and ease the problem of acquiring capital. Farming
corporations, however, have raised problems in the past. Evaluation of
the advantages and disadvantages of alternative forms of business orga-
nization with respect to problems of finance is needed for a better under-
standing of the economies of size in agricultural production.
Institutional Factors
Public policy has long favored programs designed to aid farm families
to get and maintain control over land. Measures designed to aid and
strengthen the family farm have generally been considered desirable.
If farms begin to grow into larger than family units in significant
numbers, pressure might be applied to restrict their development. On the
other hand, society might well change its attitude. The development of
large-scale farms might eventually be favored if they can make more
efficient use of resources than can family farms.
Prices of Inputs and Products
Input prices. Quantity purchases of inputs normally result in price
advantages to the buyer. The price schedule of a typical feed or fertilizer
dealer, for example, may well drop 10 to 20 percent as purchases increase
from small bagged lots to bulk purchases in truck or carload quantities.
Prices of inputs used in this study reflect the usual quantity discounts.
Even a one-man farm of optimal size uses enough of the major inputs
to realize the lowest quoted prices openly offered by dealers. For example,
a one-man cash-grain farm of optimal size requires about two carloads of
fertilizer each year. A one-man hog farm of optimal size uses about 500
tons of feed annually.
Larger farming operations, such as those using four or more men, are
relatively untested with respect to prices of inputs. Purchases in large
quantities strengthen their bargaining position. They may well be able
to negotiate price concessions greater than those normally available. The
flat prices used with all farm sizes examined in this study would therefore
not fully reflect advantages of the larger businesses compared with the
smaller ones. Study of the pricing policies of input suppliers, and indeed
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the entire operation of supply firms, would facilitate measurement of
economies of farm size.
Product prices. Farms of one- to six-man size do not control a suf-
ficient part of total supply to affect market prices. Yet potential savings
to buyers in the form of quantity lots, uniform quality, reduced assembly
costs, and reputation buying without on-sight inspection do suggest the
possibility of higher prices to the larger volume producer, particularly for
livestock. Prices received for farm products were assumed to be unaffected
by volume in this study. Thus, again, the larger farm businesses may not
be receiving the credit due them.
Adoption of Optimal Farm Plans
The optimal farm plans developed in this study reflect matured
adjustments. They do not account for transitional problems nor are they
blueprints for general adoption. They are indicators of the potentials that
can be realized under specified conditions. As such they can serve as guides
to the individual who knows his managerial limitations.
Results credited to the optimal farm plans cannot be realized unless
the farm operator has a high managerial capability for handling the enter-
prises included in the plans. Few men are so well trained, experienced,
or naturally gifted as to be superior with all enterprises. Such in-
equalities require adjustments. Returns with modified farm plans will
likely be less than returns achieved under ideal conditions. They could
drop drastically if a farmer chooses an enterprise for which he is not
well qualified.
Hogs become a part of the optimal farm plan in the cash-grain area
when the labor force is increased to four or more men. Yet if the operator
is not a capable hog producer his best alternative may be to leave his
labor force partly idle during winter. A farmer who is already an
experienced grain or livestock producer should generally continue to
concentrate on his specialty.
Summary
Cash-grain production is the dominant type of farming in east central
Illinois. Hog production is of major importance in western Illinois. This
study examines costs and returns as related to size of farm business in these
two areas. The chief objective is to determine the size of business, com-
bination of enterprises, and use of resources that result in least cost per unit
of output.
Least-cost farm plans are determined for operations varying as to the
number of employees in the regular labor force and the size of field
equipment. These farm plans show the least-cost organizations for given
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farm situations and, in addition, which of many farm sizes results in most
effective use of resources.
In developing the least-cost farm plans, land is assumed available
in unlimited amount. Quality of land is specified as the average for the
area under study. The major crop and livestock enterprises common to
the areas are offered as alternatives for the optimal farm plans. Tech-
nology is forward looking. Management is assumed to be highly competent
and equally effective with all enterprises. Qualified, full-time employees
are made available as needed. Limited part-time labor can be hired. Prices
of products and cost of inputs reflect conditions anticipated in 1970.
Specific farm sizes are defined in terms of number of employees and
size of field machinery. Regular labor forces range from one to five full-
time employees plus the operator. Complements of field machinery in-
clude four-, six-, and eight-row units.
The least-cost farm plans developed under these conditions reflect
organizations which produce at least cost per unit of output both with
and without participation in the 1964 feed grain and wheat programs.
Additional plans show the effect on farm size and organization when
profit maximization rather than cost minimization is the objective.
Corn and soybeans dominate the least-cost farm plans in the cash-grain
area. These two crops account for about 90 percent of gross income.
Greater crop specialization is prevented only by the constraints imposed
by the feed grain and wheat programs. Hogs produced in confinement
enter the optimal plans when four or more men are regularly employed.
Otherwise hogs are a part of the production plan only when the labor force
is faced with substantial year-round underemployment. Beef cow herds
and cattle-feeding operations do not enter the optimal farm plans, even
though some free resources are available to them.
Productivity is high on cash-grain farms of optimal size and organiza-
tion. Generally each full-time man handles 400 to 600 acres of row crops
and produces an annual gross income of $60,000 to $80,000 depending
upon the capacity of field equipment that he uses.
On a one-man farm with four-row equipment, a gross income of about
$20,000 is needed to break even. Average costs drop rapidly as annual
production increases to $58,000. They rise with continued expansion be-
yond this level. Further cost economies are realized as size of field equip-
ment is increased from four- to eight-row size. Still further economies are
possible as one or two regular employees are combined with high-capacity
field equipment.
A two- or three-man farm of optimal size for use of eight-row field
equipment results in the least possible cost per unit of output, but dif-
ferences in average costs among farms of different sizes are small. Sub-
stantial margins for management and profit can be achieved even on a
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one-man farm. Thus any size of farm considered in this study can com-
pete effectively with the optimal two- or three-man units.
Hog production is the dominant enterprise on optimally organized
farms in the hog area. Hogs account for about three-fourths of gross farm
income. All hogs are produced in confinement. Crop production, espe-
cially corn, remains of substantial importance. Feed grain requirements of
the hogs are met from corn produced on the same farm.
Production per man on hog farms of optimal size ranges from 130 to
150 litters annually, plus enough corn for feed, and small acreages of other
crops. Gross output averages $55,000 to $60,000 per man.
One-man hog farms on which four-row field equipment is used must
gross about $20,000 annually to cover all costs. Average costs drop rapidly
until size of farm is increased to the optimal level. Labor rather than
capacity of field equipment limits size of the smaller farms. Large field
equipment on one- and two-man hog farms creates excess capacity and
high overhead costs. A two- or three-man hog farm with field equipment
that matches needs achieves the least possible cost per unit of output and
therefore represents the optimal size of hog farm. As with the cash-grain
farms, however, farms with from one to six men can compete effectively
with two- and three-man units.
Land values in the two areas under study have risen rapidly since
1964. Average values in 1967 already exceeded those used in the study.
Tests show, however, that the optimal farm plans are quite stable over a
wide range of land values. Little change results in optimal farm plans
until land values exceed $700 per acre in the cash-grain area and $500
in the hog area. These values represent an increase of about 50 percent
over those used in the analysis. With such land values, hog production
becomes a slightly larger part of the optimal farm plans in each area. The
strong shift from crops to hog production does not occur until land values
rise to nearly double the values used in this study.
Farmers with less land than needed to give a least-cost size of business
add livestock to generate volume. The residual returns to management
are maximized at the expense of efficiency in the use of resources. With
limited land, returns to management can be increased by adding livestock,
hogs primarily, to the operation. However, costs per dollar of gross output
will increase, indicating that expansion of land instead of livestock would
be the preferred way to expand.
This study examines only internal economies of cash-grain and hog
farming. It does not evaluate external economies. Even within this re-
stricted scope there is need for further study of a number of important
variables. Results of this study, therefore, provide only a general guide as
to the optimal size of farm businesses. They are best suited for use as a
foundation for further study of the problems of adjustment of farm size.
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Appendix Table 3. Crop Yields on Selected Farms In East Central and
West Central Illinois, 1963 and 1964
Average yields per acre
Farms keeping supervised farm records'*
and
crop
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Appendix Table 5. Summary of Estimated Fertilizer Requirements for Specified
Crops at Selected Yield Levels, Illinois, 1965
Crop
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Appendix Table 7. Estimated Miscellaneous Expenses for Cash-Grain and Hog Farms
of Selected Sizes, Illinois, 1965*
Regular
labor
force
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Appendix Table 9. Estimated Allowances for Operator Labor and Costs of Full-
Time Employees, Cash-Grain Farms, Illinois, 1970"
Worker Annual Perqui- T t l c
identification salary sites
b
One man
Operator $5,350 $ 5,350
Total 5,350
Two men
First employee 4,200 $ 1 , 150 5,350
Total 10, 700
Three men
First employee 4,500 1 ,250 5,750
Second employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Total 16,450
Four men
First employee 4,800 1,350 6,150
Second employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Third employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Total 22,200
Five men
First employee 4,800 1,350 6,150
Second employee 4,500 1 ,250 5,750
Third employee 4,200 1,150 5,350
Fourth employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Total 27,950
Six men
First employee 5,400 1 ,450 6,850
Second employee 4,800 1 ,350 6,150
Third employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Fourth employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Fifth employee 4,200 1 ,150 5,350
Total 34,400
a Based on salaries paid by efficient and progressive farm operators in Illinois in 1965. It is
assumed that these salaries, which are nearly twice the 1965 average, are sufficient to attract and
hold men capable of carrying out a highly efficient farming operation.b Housing and other allowances are provided for employees. All housing is assumed to be
separate from the farm business.
'' The total labor cost includes an allowance for the operator.
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Appendix Table 10. Estimated Allowances for Operator Labor and Costs of Full-
Time Employees, Hog Farms, Illinois, 1970*
Worker Annual Perqui- T t 1
identification salary sites
6
One man
Operator $5,770 $ 5,770
Total 5,770
Two men
First employee 4,620 $ 1 ,150 5,770
Total 11,540
Three men
First employee 4,950 1 ,250 6,200
Second employee 4,620 1 ,150 5,770
Total 17,740
Four men
First employee 5,280 1 ,350 6,630
Second employee 4,620 1 ,150 5,770
Third employee 4,620 1 ,150 5,770
Total 23,940
Five men
First employee 5,280 1 ,350 6,630
Second employee 4,950 1 ,250 6,200
Third employee 4,620 1 ,150 5,770
Fourth employee 4,620 1 , 150 5,770
Total 30,140
Six men
First employee 5,940 1 ,450 7,390
Second employee 5,280 1 ,350 6,630
Third employee 4,620 1,150 5,770
Fourth employee 4,620 1 ,150 5,770
Fifth employee. .. .4,620 1,150 5,770
Total 37,100
Based on salaries paid by efficient and progressive farm operators in Illinois in 1965. It is
assumed that these salaries, which are nearly twice the 1965 average, are sufficient to attract and
hold men capable of carrying out a highly efficient fanning operation.b Housing and other allowances are provided for employees. All housing is assumed to be
separate from the farm business.
e The total labor cost includes an allowance for the operator.
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Appendix Table 11. Estimated Price per Acre and Annual Costs Chargeable
Against Unimproved Farmland in the Cash-Grain and Hog-
Farming Areas of Illinois, 1959-1969
Value or cost per acre
Cash-grain Hog
area8 areab
Value of unimproved land (dollars)
1959 405.00 275.00
1964 446.00 302.00
1969 491.00 332.00
Annual costs for 1969
Capital charged 24.55 16.60
Taxes6 5.79 4.05
Total 30.34 20.65
Includes all farmland in the counties of Champaign, Coles, Douglas, Edgar, DeWitt, Macon,
McLean, Moultrie, and Piatt.
b Includes all farmland in the counties of Fulton, Henry, Knox, Mercer, McDonough, Peoria,
Stark, and Warren.
c The 1959 and 1964 prices of improved farmland as reported by the U.S. Census of Agri-
culture were adjusted to remove the value of buildings which average 15 percent of the total. See
Folke Dovring and W. H. Scofield, Farm Real Estate Sales in Illinois, 111. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui.
697, p. 21, Univ. 111., November, 1963. The value of unimproved farmland was then projected
to 1969 at the rate of increase realized between 1959 and 1964.
d Interest on investment is charged at 5 percent.
8 Taxes are 1.18 percent of value in the cash-grain area and 1.22 percent of value in the hog-
farming area.
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Appendix Table 12. Average Prices for Farm Products Projected
to 1970, Illinois*
Product Price per unit
(dollars)
Corn, bushelsb 1 .25
Loan rate (1 .10)
Cash payment (.15)
Wheat, bushels6 1 .66
Loan rate (1 . 30)
Domestic certificate ( . 27)
Export certificate (.09)
Oats, bushels 59
Soybeans, bushels 2 . 56
Hay, tons 20.00
Diverted acres*
From corn
Cash-grain area, acres 20 . 64
Hog area, acres 18. 99
From wheat
Cash-grain area, acres 6 . 78
Hog area, acres 8 . 44
Feeder calves, steers, 400-450 pounds, cwt 26. 74
Feeder calves, heifers, 400-425 pounds, cwt 24.30
Cull beef cows, cwt 1 7 .01
Choice steers, 900-1 ,100 pounds, cwt.d 26 . 25
Choice heifers, 700-900 pounds, cwt.d 25 . 50
Hogs, 200-220 pounds, cwt.e 17.61
Sows, 400 pounds, cwt.e 14.60
Sows, 400-550 pounds, cwt. 14.40
Average annual prices in this table were used in the computation of
gross income.
b These prices reflect compliance with the 1964 feed grain and wheat
programs.
e Weighted average of actual payments for all farms in the respective
areas for 1964.
d Prices for fat cattle of different grades and weights were used in this
analysis and are presented in R. N. Van Arsdall, Resource Requirements.
Investments, Costs, and Expected Returns From Selected Beef-Feeding and
Beef-Raising Enterprises, AE-4075, Univ. 111., September, 1965.
Seasonal price variations for slaughter hogs were used in this analysis
and are presented in R. N. Van Arsdall, Resource Requirements, Invest-
ments. Costs, and Expected Returns From Hog Production Systems in Illi-
nois, fe65, AE-4074, Umv. III., September, 1965.
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Appendix Table 13. Relative Importance of Crop and Livestock Enterprises in the
Production of Gross Income on Optimally Organized Cash-Grain Farms, Illinois, 1970
Percentage of gross income by size of farm
Enterprise
8
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Appendix Table 15. Annual Tractor Use on Optimally Organized Cash-Grain Farms, Illinois, 1970
Classification
of tractor time
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Appendix Table 17. Annual Tractor Use on Optimally Organized Hog Farms, Illinois, 1970
Classification
of tractor t inn-
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Appendix Table 19. Productive Capability of Farmland in the Cash-Grain and Hog-
Farming Areas of Illinois, 1962*
Capability
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Appendix Table 21. Farm Organization To Maximize Returns to Management on Farms in the Cash-
Grain Area, Given Specific Farm Acreages, Two Men, an Eight-Row Complement of Equipment,
and No Restrictions on Feed Grain and Wheat Acreages, Illinois, 1970"
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